
 Compass 
Asset 
Manager
Centralized visibility and  
reach across all assets

Giesecke+Devrient (G+D) provides state-of-the-art  
banknote processing systems, which are complemented by  
customized service and sophisticated software solutions.  
Compass Asset Manager is the next step towards advanced  
cash handling, increasing the connectivity of your systems  
for centralized visibility and quick reach over cash processing 
systems regardless of geography.

Compass Asset Manager is an integrated 
solution that provides administrators with 
a comprehensive overview of connected 
BPS systems across all locations, via a  
single platform. Updated information  
on asset location helps keep track of  
inter-site asset movement. Centralized  
asset services across all locations ensure  
maximum convenience and availability  
for administrators, and are supported  
with continuously updated information 
and remote access.

Compelling features
  Asset administration – gain access  

to up-to-date overviews of the whole 
fleet and structure assets by location 
and organization.

  Remote software updates – adapt to 
regulatory changes faster than ever  
before with frequent and on-demand 
updates and upgrades.

  Centralized visibility – make informed 
decisions with regard to asset place-
ment based on the overview and  
operational transparency offered  
centrally over the entire fleet.

  Upload of serial number search list – 
quickly transmit new serial number  
lists to assets and unlock further  
traceability.

Maximize operation-
al efficiency and  
optimize cost by  
instantly updating 
your systems from 
afar. Be empowered 
to integrate regu- 
latory and desired 
changes quickly 
across the entire 
fleet.



Giesecke+Devrient  
Prinzregentenstrasse 159, P.O. Box 80 07 29,  
81607 Munich, Germany 
Phone: +49 (0) 89 41190, Web: www.gi-de.com

© Giesecke+Devrient 2022 
BPS® is a registered trademark of  
Giesecke+Devrient Currency Technology GmbH.
All technical data subject to change

Find more information 
on our website:
www.gi-de.com
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Talk to one of  
our experts about 
how Compass  
Asset Manager can 
empower you with 
centralized visibility 
and quick, remote 
reach to your assets.

» Compass Asset 
Manager has 
given us a holistic 
view of our 
systems and 
allows us to 
remotely update 
and optimize 
them, resulting in 
more streamlined, 
cost-effective 
operations « 
Satisfied customer
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Centralized visibility
Centralized visibility on assets across all 
locations provides remote operational 
transparency over the entire fleet. It  
offers trend analyses, fleet maps, and  
up-to-date information as to the status 
and utilization of assets. Total visibility  
of utilization enables informed decision- 
making to guarantee placement of the 
right assets with the right capabilities 
across different locations.

Remote updates & upgrades
Not only does Compass Asset Manager 
make users privy to which systems require 
upgrades, it also provides an overview  
of available upgrades for the systems.  
The user can easily initiate the software 
upgrade remotely, without the need  
for on-site technicians. Compass Asset 
Manager eliminates the need for asset 
downtime during operational hours by  
offering on-demand and flexibly sched-
uled upgrades. Within a few hours,  
companies can adapt to regulatory or  
desired changes to banknote processing.

Remote upload of  
serial number search list
Compass Asset Manager also enables the 
quick and flexible transmission of new se-
rial number lists to assets remotely. The 
user can remotely upload the serial num-
ber list to desired assets. The changed se-
rial numbers can be quickly circulated to  
assets and incorporated in the banknote 
processing without any delays and  
without any tampering with the data.

Compass Asset Manager at a glance
Compass Asset Manager is connected to assets across different locations.  
The list of accessible systems will be constantly expanded upon.

Visibility of your systems across the region allows for 
immediate action.


